GENERAL CONDITIONS
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Article I General

l. These General Conditions govern all offers, quotations or other statements by
Dutch Limited Liability Company Strada e Corsa 8.V., referred to below as
"strada e Corsa", directed at any third party, and all agreements between Strada e
Corsa and the Customer and/or Buyer, unless the parties have expressly departed
from these General Conditions in writing, for instance in special conditions
recorded in the quotation or order confïrmation.
2"The applicability of any purchase or other conditions of the Customer is
expressly rejected.
3. In these General Conditions "work" means performing an inspection or
preliminary inspection, drawing up a restoration plan, performing assembly,
disassembly, repair, restoration or maintenance work, providing advice,
providing services, performing a condition inspection or description, performing
voluntary or statutory inspections, making loss or other assessments, and all
other work that presents itself.
4. "Automobile(s)" means the automobile(s) that is/are the subject of the work to
be performed.
5. "Buyer" means the party that buys from Strada e Corsa used, second hand
and/or vintage car(s) and/or (its) components.
6. "Customer" means the party that instructs Strada e Corsa to perform work, but
may also reflect to "Buyer" as mentioned rnpatagraph 5..

Article 2 Prices and fees
1. All quotations given by Strada e Corsa are entirely without commitment,
unless otherwise stated in the quotation.
2.The prices and periods stated in the quotation are guidelines only. No rights
whatsoever can be based on such prices or periods. During restoration/repair
work Strada e Corsa can draw up an amended interim calculation of the costs
the work involves more than or departs from what was anticipated when the
initial quotation was given.
3. The price and the quotation are based on the circumstances that apply to
Strada e Corsa on the conclusion of the agreement (such as purchase prices,
freight rates, etc.). Strada e Corsa has the right to pass on any price increases in
raw or other materials, wages and other cost-increasing factors that occur
between the date of the offer and the completion of the work.
4. Acomposite quotation does not obligate Strada e Corsa to perform part of the
assignment for a corresponding part of the price quoted.
5. Strada e Corsa may request payment in advance or an advance on the fee
before commencing the work. An advance received from the Customer is offset
only against the final invoice to be sent by Strada e Corsa.
6. In the event of assignments with a duration of more than one month, the costs
due and the fee will be charged in the interim and periodically.
7. Strada e Corsa reserves the right to annually adjust its hourly and other rates
on the grounds of price developments (in society or otherwise). This may mean
that the hourly and other rates are adjusted during the term of an assignment. The
Customerwill be informed in writing beforehand of any hourly and other rates
that will be adjusted.
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Article 3 Performance of the agreement
1. Each assignment that the Customer gives to Strada e Corsa is accepted and
performed by Strada e Corsa.
2. Strada e Corsa will perform the agreement to the best of its ability and in
accordance with good professional standards, without assuming any obligation to
achieve a certain result or any warranty obligation.
3. Strada e Corsa contracts work involving sheet metal work, bodywork,
paintwork, electricity and upholstery work to a third party or third parties. If
proper performance of the agreement so requires, Strada e Corsa has the right - if
possible after prior consultation with the Customer - also to have other work
performed by a third party or third parties, which creates a direct relationship
between the Customer and that third party.
4. Strada e Corsa charges an agency commission of 30% (excluding VAT) on the
amount invoiced for work that Strada e Corsa contracts to a third party or third

parties.
5. If it becomes apparent during the performance of the agreement that it is
necessary for proper performance to perform other or additional work, the parties
will amend the agreement in a timely manner and in consultation.
6. Any additional costs involved in the changes referred to in paragraph 5 are
charged to the Customer.
7. The Customer must ensure that all information in which Strada e Corsa states,
or in which the Customer should reasonably understand is necessary for the
performance of the agreement, is made available to Strada e Corsa in a timely
manner, failing which Strada e Corsa may suspend the perforïnance of the
agreement and/or charge the Customer the additional costs involved in the delay.
8. The Customer warrants that it is authorised to enter into the agreement with
Strada e Corsa for the performance of work. Strada e Corsa is not liable for any
loss, of any nature whatsoever, as a result of the Customer exceeding its powers
andlor Strada e Corsa basing its actions on incorrect and/or incomplete
information provided by the Customer, and the Customer indemnifies Strada e
Corsa against any and all loss resulting from any third-party claims in that
regard.

Article 4 Payment
1 . Payment must be made within l4 days of the invoice date, in a manner to be
stated by Strada e Corsa, in the currency invoiced.
2.In the event of late payment the Customer is in default by operation of law and
owes interest for late payment equal to one per cent (l%) a month on the unpaid
amount from the date of default until the date of payment in full.
3. Strada e Corsa is entitled to reimbursement of all costs, both in and out of
court, incurred after the Customer's default commenced, in obtaining payment of
invoices or performance of any other obligation on the part of the Customer.
Those costs are set at líYo of the principal due, on the understanding that a
minimum of €250 is payable in all cases and Strada e Corsa may at any time
claim the costs actually incurred if those costs are higher.
4. The payments made by the Customer are first deducted from the costs and
interest due and then from the oldest outstanding invoices, irrespective of any
statement to the contrary made when the payment is made,
5. The Customer does not have the right to invoke suspension or settlement in
respect of the invoices from Strada e Corsa.

Article 5 Duration and termination of the agreement
1. The agreement between Strada e Corsa and the Customer is concluded for the
duration of the agreed work, which duration is not known beforehand.
2. Any indication agreed on or given beforehand regarding the duration of the
work is a target date and is not of fixed. The duration of the work will in any
event be extended by the extra time required as a result of any interim
amendment of the agreement as referred to in Article 3.3 or as a result of any and
all other circumstances that have a delaying effect.
3. After completion of the work Strada e Corsa will inform the Customer
accordingly and the Customer must then collect the automobile(s) at Strada e
Corsa within a period of two weeks. After the automobile(s) has/have been
collected, or at the end of a two-week period in which the automobile(s) has/have
not been collected, the work is deemed to have been delivered. After that time
storage costs will be charged in the amount of €100 per week or part of a week.
This is without preiudice to the complaint period under Article 7.1 of these
General Conditions, which commences immediately after delivery.
4 Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraphs 1 to 3 above, Strada e Corsa
has the right to suspend performance of its obligations or to dissolve the
agreement if the Customer fails to perform its obligations under the agreement or
to do so in the event of liquidation, bankruptcy or suspension of payment of the
Customer, if the debt rescheduling arrangement for natural persons is declared
applicable to the Customer, if attachment is levied on any asset of the Customer,
or if Strada e Corsa has any other valid ground to fear that the Customer will fail
to perform its obligations. In that case Strada e Corsa's claims against the
Customer fall due immediately.
5. In the event of premature termination, for any reason whatsoever, Strada e
Corsa is entitled to payment of the price agreed on for the entire work, minus
Strada e Corsa's savings or, if it has been agreed that the costs actually incurred
will be charged, the invoices sent until the moment of termination, and the costs
actually incurred, also if they relate to work yet to be performed, and
compensation for the time already scheduled, without prejudice to Strada e
Corsa's right to claim damages.
6. On premature termination of the agreement, for any reason whatsoever, the
Customer must give Strada e Corsa a reasonable term within which to complete
the work in a suitable condition.

Article 6 Right of retention

l. Strada e Corsa has the right to keep the automobile(s) or other property of the
Customer in its possession until the Customer has paid all the amounts that it
owes Strada e Corsa in the performance of the agreement or prior agreements,
also including any interest and costs due.
Article 7 Investigation and complaints

l. The Customer must report to Strada e Corsa any complaints regarding the
work performed as soon as possible after they are discovered, but no later than
l4 days after delivery, by means of a registered letter, containing as detailed a
description as possible of the complaint, to enable Strada e Corsa to respond
adequately.
2.If the term stated in paragraph 1 expires without Strada e Corsa hearing from
the Customer, the work is deemed to have been approved in its entirety.
3. Strada e Corsa must at all times be given the opportunity to investigate any
complaints made and must always be given the opportunity to arrange for any
repairs required.
4.If a complaint is valid in Strada e Corsa's opinion, Strada e Corsa will perform
the work after all in the agreed manner, in that case to the exclusion of all the
Customer's other rights.
5. A complaint in no event entitles the Customer to suspend its own obligations
towards Strada e Corsa, to dissolve the agreement or to claim damages.
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Article 8 Liability

l.

Strada e Corsa is not liable for any loss as a result of breach under the
agreement with the Customer or any other resulting loss, unless the loss is due to
intent or gross recklessness on the part of Strada e Corsa. Strada e Corsa is also
not liable for any loss resulting from acts/omissions of the Customer itself
(including injudicious or careless use of the automobiles) or third parties engaged
by Strada e Corsa for the benefit of the Customer in the performance of the
agreement.
2. Strada e Corsa is in no event liable for any indirect loss, including
consequential loss, loss of profit, loss of value, lost savings and immaterial loss.
3. Any entitlement to damages is always subject to the condition that the
Customer reported the loss to Strada e Corsa in writing as soon as possible after
the loss occurred. Any right of action of the Customer expires one year after
termination of the agreement and/or completion of the performance of the work
to which the Customer's claim relates, unless the fact on which the right of
action is based could not have been established within that period. In that case
the right of action in question expires one year after the moment at which the
Customer could or should have established the aforesaid fact.
4. Any right of action of the Customer expires immediately if the Customer or a
third party/third parties has/have performed or commissioned any repair or other
work on the goods delivered by Strada e Corsa, without Strada e Corsa's written
consent, and on resale of the goods delivered by Strada e Corsa.
5. Any liability is furthermore limited in all cases to the amount paid in the case
in question by Strada e Corsa's business liability insurer, if and insofar as that
liability is covered under Strada e Corsa's insurance. If Strada e Corsa's insurer
does not make payment or if the loss is not covered by Strada e Corsa's
insurance, the liability is limited to the net invoice value of the work performed
by Strada e Corsa, subject to a maximum of €5,000 (in words: five thousand
euros).
6. All property made available to Strada e Corsa by the Customer is present at
Strada e Corsa at the Customer's risk. Strada e Corsa does not undertake to
insure the automobile(s). Strada e Corsa is therefore not liable for any damage to
or destruction of automobiles due to any cause whatsoever, except for intent or
gross negligence on the part of Strada e Corsa or its employees.
7. The provisions of this Article 8 mean that any damage to the automobiles
might not be reimbursed or reimbursed in full in certain circumstances, for
instance due to the maximum cover under the insurance. The Customer must
therefore insure the automobile(s) - also during transport from and to Strada e
Corsa - on an all-risk basis and against all forms of damage, loss, destruction,
fire damage and theft, and to keep them so insured during the entire term of the
agreement. For that purpose the automobile(s) in question must be valued each
year to ensure that the insured amount corresponds with the value of the
automobile(s). If the automobile(s) in question do not/does not have a
registration number, the insurance must be taken out on the basis of the chassis
number of the automobile(s). If so desired, Strada e Corsa can apply for a copy
of the insurance taken out by the Customer. If the Customer fails to take out
proper insurance as stated above, the resulting loss is for the Customer's account.

Article 9 Force majeure
of force majeure Strada e Corsa may at its option either suspend its
obligations towards the Customer or dissolve the agreement.
2.In these conditions "force majeure" means any circumstance beyond Strada e
Corsa's control, also if that circumstance was foreseeable on the conclusion of
the agreement already, that permanently or temporarily prevents performance of
the agreement with the Customer in whole or in part. This includes fire,
accidents, import and export restrictions, riots, uprisings and interruptions in the
business of Strada e Corsa, such as absenteeism due to sickness, and the
impossibility of performing the agreement due to breach on the part of Strada e
Corsa's suppliers, or persons or products engaged by Strada e Corsa in the
performance of the agreement.
3. If Strada e Corsa has already performed some of its obligations when an event
of force majeure occurs, Strada e Corsa has the right to invoice the performances
already provided and the Customer is required to pay that invoice as if it related
to a separate agreement.
4. Strada e Corsa also has the right to invoke an event of force majeure if the
event that prevents perforïnance of its obligation occurs after it should have
performed its obligations.
1. In an event

components and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value
and to purchase based upon that judgment solely.
3.A purchase inspection as mentioned in paragraph2 is permitted in consultation
with the Strada e Corsa and takes place at the expense and risk of the buyer.

Article 11 Transfer of ownership
l. All risks relating to the used, second hand and/or vintage car(s) and/or (its)
components shall transfer to the buyer at the moment of delivery.
2.Strada e Corsa shall retain the title to the products, and such title shall only be
transferred to the buyer after Strada e Corsa has received full payment of all that
the latter is entitled to claim from the buyer as payment for any products
delivered or services rendered pursuant to any agreement.

Article 12 Final provisions
I . The competent court of Haarlem, the Netherlands, has exclusive jurisdiction to
hear and decide on any disputes between the parties.
2. The parties will apply to the court only afterthey have made every effort to
settle the dispute in consultation.
3. The relationship between Strada e Corsa and the Customer is governed by
Dutch law.
4. These General Conditions have been drawn up in Dutch and have then been
translated into other languages. In the event of any differences in interpretation,
the Dutch text is decisive.
5. If any provision of these General Conditions is void or otherwise
unenforceable, Strada e Corsa and the Customer will consult on a new provision
that approximates the purpose and scope of the original provision as closely as
possible.
6. The Customer's personal details are recorded in a personal data registration
system that is used to perform the agreement and to keep the accounting records.
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.fUrq.ao- eArticle l0 Guarantees on used, second hand and/or vintage cars and
components
l.Used, second hand and/or vintage cars and or (its) components are being sold
by Strada e Corsa as is, where is, with no guarantees, expressed written or
implied. Strada e Crosa cannot be held responsible for the correct description,
authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and gives no guarantee in connection
therewith.
2, Any descriptions or representations of used, second hand and/or vintage cars
and or (its) components are for identification purposes only and are not to be
construed as a guarantee of any type. The recorded mileage is indicative only and
not warranted as coÍrect. It is the sole responsibility of the buyer to have
thoroughly inspected the used, second hand and/or vintage car(s) and/or (its)
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